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Chapter 5057
“It’s too clear, after all, it’s been too long, but in my impression,”

“It seems that after that time, there were some white residues on the ground
and clothes,”

“Could it be the salt from the seawater?”

Duncan nodded and said: “The probability is Salt if this is the case,”

“Then what you experienced at the time should be the Indonesian tsunami.”

“The reason why the flood occurred was that the earthquake at that time
triggered a tsunami,”

“And many surrounding countries were affected, including your residence.”

Speaking, Duncan circled two areas on the map and said,

“So it seems that your station may be in the western part of South East Asia,”

“Or it may be in the eastern part of Southeast Asia.”

Then, Duncan saw a few more One entry, he muttered:

“The epicenter of the Indonesian tsunami has also had earthquakes in recent
years,”

“But the magnitude was not high. Did you feel the tremor?”

May 47 shook his head and said, “I can’t guarantee this.”
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“I haven’t felt the tremor for many years, but I can guarantee that I didn’t
notice any obvious tremor.”

Duncan nodded: “In this case, it means that your station should be at the
relative edge of the 2004 Indonesian tsunami.”

“And it’s basically outside the influence range of the subsequent earthquakes
nearby,”

“In this case, it is probably equivalent to locking the area between the ninth
ring and the tenth ring on a huge target paper,”

“Which is already a big breakthrough.”

As he said that, he drew a few circles on the map, and finally marked the
middle of the two outer circles with a red marker,

And said, “Although these parts are also very large, fortunately, most of them
are in the ocean,”

“And you said that your station felt the earthquake in 2004,”

“And there was also water penetration, which proves that your station must be
not far from the coastline,”

“It should be in a certain coastal area within this ring or some island!”

Looking at the circle on the map, May 47 said with a complicated expression:

“For so many years and so many people, we have been trying to figure out
where we are, but no one knows…”

Speaking of which, May 47 suddenly shed two lines of hot tears,
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Letting the tears slide down his face, staring at the not-so-small ring area and
choking:

“Detective Li… Thank you… …”

Duncan waved his hand and said, “Don’t rush to thank me now, even this ring
area is very large.”

“It’s actually very difficult to do a carpet search here, and before I came,”

“I have also discussed this matter with Young Master Wade.”

“I think it is not suitable to actually go to these areas to search for your
station.”

“We discuss these issues on paper, at least not revealing any clues,”

“But once we think If we go to this area to find the other party,”

“We must be prepared to be discovered by the other party.”

After speaking, Duncan added: “So, the best way at present is to find a
breakthrough point on paper together,”

“Preferably through the cooperation and analysis between us,”

“We can narrow the target range to a small enough size,”

“And then let Young Master Wade contact them personally.”

May 47 nodded in understanding, and sighed: “The strength of the
organization is indeed very strong.”
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“It is likely to lead to disasters, and we have not been able to get rid of their
rule for so many years,”

“And we don’t even know their true colors. It might be much bigger.”

Duncan said, “It’s really embarrassing that you haven’t escaped the control,”

“Of this organization for so many years and so many generations.”

After speaking, he looked at May 47 and said seriously,

“I think If you want to get rid of the shackles of this century-old tree,”

“Then Young Master Wade is definitely your only chance,”

“Only he can save you dead men and give you back your freedom.”

“Yes!” Nodding, he said with anticipation:

“My biggest dream now is to be able to reunite with my wife and children
outside.”

“I’m afraid this dream can only be realized by Mr. Wade…”

As he said that, he asked Duncan, “Inspector Li, what else can you do to
make our location more detailed?”

“If you need me to provide clues, I will share everything!”
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